Statement of Purpose

I strongly believe in the statement that every moment in life is precious and has to be cherished. I believe that the same perspective of cherishing life has to be applied to education. Knowledge and proper training are essential to succeed in today's competitive world. This century can be credited with as many revelations of thoughts and practices. To stay ahead in the fast changing world requires the ability to look beyond the present. The caliber to transcend the currently perceived parameters of success is a vital need of the hour. Having an articulated vision of one's future is, therefore, indispensable. My career objective is to pursue research in the field of Computer Science.

I would like to pursue a course in Computer Science from your esteemed university as a significant value addition to my career vision. The business world is full of opportunities and I want to gear myself with advanced, programmatic and solution oriented strategies germane to Computer Science. Thus I would be able to envision and plan for futuristic advancement and by the available resources to optimal levels and derive better results for the organization.

I believe that youngsters should contribute to the society by involving themselves in community services. I have always been an active participant in various cultural events in school and college. These extracurricular activities have given me a platform for effective time management, which I believe will be decisive to a successful career. Because of my knack to strike a perfect balance between academics and extracurricular activities, at work, I can work both in a team and individually. I am self-motivated, disciplined, and flexible and a quick learner capable of performing under stress.

To satisfy my zeal for my excellence, I need to continue my education. Hence, I am seeking career advancement. My education have provided me with an excellent introduction to Computers, and have sparked my interest in the computer field. I consider MS in Computer Science as a critical component of my professional education since I need to gain a broader understanding of business and enhance my analytical skills as well as managerial skills in order to be successful in corporate world.

Upon graduating from your esteemed university I would like to work for some time and gain invaluable work experience. This would reinforce the knowledge of practical application of the principles and lessons of the Computer field. And also groom sufficiently to take up increased responsibilities on my shoulders thereby taking my career to greater heights. Aside from advancing my career, I would also like to develop my personality. I want to take advantage of the many benefits that extracurricular activities offer and want to be involved in the institute’s community.

I would like to say that getting an admission in your university would definitely help me in acquiring skills and knowledge necessary to realize my dream to pursue master’s in Computer Science.
In conclusion, I would like to add that essence of university education lies in the ‘synergetic relationship between the student and his/her department. I feel that the graduation study at university will be most logical extensions of my objectives. I look forward to having a long and profitable association with your esteemed college. After completing my master's degree, I expect to apply what I have learned to drive forward and thus benefit people and society as a whole. Following my academic pursuit of Masters in Computer Science, I am confident that I can distinguish myself as a leader in my profession and contribute on my part to the modernization of my country.

I believe that “Accomplishments lie within the reach of that who-reach beyond themselves”. I am confident of making my own humble contribution in enhancing the image and reputation of your Esteemed University in the years to come. I feel that the graduation study at your university will be the most logical extensions of my objectives. I eagerly look forward to be a part of your Academic Community. I sincerely thank you for providing me this opportunity to express myself.